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IB LEARNER
PROFILE
ATTRIBUTES
INQUIRERS
KNOWLEDGEABLE
THINKERS
COMMUNICATORS
PRINCIPLED
OPEN-MINDED
CARING
RISK-TAKERS
BALANCED
REFLECTIVE

Firstly, I would like to start by acknowledging the efforts of our entire community and how we
have approached the rollercoaster that has been 2020. Each and every one of you have played
a crucial role throughout this pandemic from teachers connecting with students online,
parents managing working from home and supporting children with their learning and all while
stuck at home. I know at the moment the reality of the next six weeks might feel daunting and
overwhelming but there will be an end to this and we will get through it!
A special acknowledgement also to our amazing students, this year they have gone between
learning at school, online learning, back to school and now back to remote learning again. I am
sure they are all missing their friends and family as well as their extra-curricular activities.
Each week I am blown away by stories of how our students have shown their resilience and
how they have been able to approach the current situation with a caring and open mind.
Curriculum Day
Due to the current circumstances we will be cancelling the upcoming Curriculum Day that was
scheduled for 14 August. This will be a ‘normal’ day of online learning for our students.

Triple P- Positive Parenting Program
Over recent weeks and months I have had many conversations with parents who are concerned about the
disruptions of this year and the impact it will have on their child/ren’s emotional wellbeing as well as their
education. To support you through these challenging times I will be arranging a series of online parenting
seminars that will be run specifically for our KCPS parents and carers. These seminars will be run by the highly
experienced Triple P staff and will cover a range of different parenting topics. Triple P is a highly regarded positive
parenting program; it doesn’t tell you how to parent, it’s more about giving you a toolbox of ideas so you can then
choose the strategies that will work for you and your child.
Once dates and times have been finalised with the Triple P staff I will send out further details. I am really excited
to be able to offer our community this opportunity and I hope it will be a valuable experience…stay tuned.
In the meantime…
There is no denying that it’s been a difficult few months for everyone and as we are working through the
challenges of COVID-19, positive parenting is more important than ever – which is why I am excited to share this
news from Triple P with you! Thanks to new funding from the Victorian Government, support is available to
parents and carers across the state in the form of a FREE evidence-based, online program. It’s part of a package of
free resources to help families to cope with the emotional challenges and ongoing effects of the COVID-19 global
pandemic. Visit the new website today if you’re interested: https://triplep.online/victoria
Gymnasium floor
After many weeks our gym floor has finally been completed and is ready for when our students return to school.

Have a great fortnight and stay safe.
Bethany

Kororoit Creek Primary School has a zero tolerance for any form of child abuse

Wellbeing at
KCPS
Over the past two weeks the KCPS students have been exploring ‘Emotional Literacy’.
We have focused on our ability to understand, express and manage our emotions.
Building our emotions vocabulary has helped us to be more self-aware and have
empathy towards other. This is an area we are going to continue to explore.
Here are some examples of our amazing student work:
Jeanne in H44 was able to brainstorm and
categorise various emotions and justify
choices after exploring emotions within
short animations.

Emily shared a few positive affirmations and
words of encouragement that she likes to
say to herself.

Shaun in H45 was able to reflect upon
emotions he had observed or experienced
within this current time.

In H26, they have been exploring how to
cope with different emotions and how brain
breaks can help us to move back into a
positive and calm mindset.

Noah was able to identify when he needed a
brain break and chose to crack the code!

As part of the Grade 6
exhibition, Khyathi in
H53 reflected on how
new experiences can
impact our emotions.
Khyathi has posed a
great wondering to
inquire into

The Grade 5 students explored intensity of
emotions, by placing words on a scale.
Joshua in H56 created a comic around the
emotion of being nostalgic in the future. He
was able to express how an extreme
emotion can be expressed through our
body language and facial expressions.

Mila in H25 explored how different
emotions were expressed using our facial
expressions and body language. She
created a collage of some of the emotions
explored in their live WebEx.
What can you do at home:
- Continue to talk about emotions, what is the trigger of this emotion and how we can make positive choices to cope
with these emotions.
- Play family games such as Uno, board games or sports outside and talk about different emotions we can feel and
how we can positively express our feelings.
- Discuss characters in shows and movies you watch, did the characters have a positive solution to deal with their
emotion

____Make sure you check out all the specialist blogs for fun resources you can access at home!____

ART 

 During online learning this week the Grade Two students selected one of three options to

complete for their art task. These options included drawing, mixed media and instructional drawing. The
Grade Two’s were encouraged to use their imagination to draw a place they would love to explore. They
demonstrated their ability to use their memory alongside line, shape and colour to add detail and texture to
their work as well as use their entire page to draw their image. The grade two’s have been doing a fantastic
job with their artmaking and the responses have been amazing so far!

FRENCH



The French team continue to be ‘wowed’ by the efforts from students throughout

remote learning. The Grade Three students in particular have been working hard as they inquire into the similarities and
differences of children around the world. The students have compared and contrasted the different Public holidays between
France and Australia. They have explored how celebrations vary between countries and cultures, there was particular focus on
Bastille Day, the National Day in France that celebrates the start of the revolution. There have been a number of student work
samples that have been added to the blog under the ‘Featured Work’ tab. We invite you to have a look.

MUSIC

During online learning, the grade one students have been using their imagination to

create music and sounds to a variety of stimuli. Students explored graphic scores by assigning different
sounds to different shapes on template. Students then performed their sounds they had found in the order
of the graphic score using musical elements language. Following this experience, students were given the
artwork titled, ‘Hanging Rock’ by Fred Williams. Again, they considered what the artwork would sound like,
described the sounds that match the artwork and performed a soundscape of the artwork incorporating
sounds from around the house, while implementing the musical elements.

PE 

Over the last fortnight in Physical Education, students have been participating in daily exercises

to help get their bodies moving and to motivate them to stay active for 30 minutes each day. Each Friday, the school has
competed in a school-wide challenge. The first week’s competition was a “Trick Shot” challenge whilst last Friday was an “Unlock
my Phone” challenge. The winners were announced at assembly with a video of their efforts. Thank you to everyone that
participated. In case you missed it, here are the results;

PREP

TRICK
SHOTS

John H17,
Zara H10,
Connor H13

ONE

Niamh H09,
Jake H01,
Hudson H01

TWO

Jack H26,
AnikaH2,
Ocean H24

THREE

Aiden H54,
Sage H33,
Yasr H33

FOUR

Simran H46,
William H46,
MaryamH45

FIVE

Josh H38,
Tomas H35,
Billy H37

SIX

Josh
H51,

STAFF

Sarah A

Mo H53,
Ava H52

PHONE
CHALLENGE

H16

H01

H19

H32

H42

H39

H50

Isabella
Dan

PREP The grade Prep students have been engaging with a wide range of activates through
Seesaw and Webex meetings in the last few weeks.
In Literacy, students have been learning about word families and focusing on ‘et’ and ‘ip’ words.
Students responded by sharing the ‘et’ and ‘ip’ words they wrote and challenged themselves by
writing a sentence as well!

(Ollie)

(Zara)

(Levi)

In Numeracy, the preps have been introduced to length and the responses on Seesaw have been
outstanding! Students have been identifying the length of objects as well as using the language of
‘longer’ and ‘shorter’ to compare lengths. They have also explored measuring with informal units of
measurement such as textas, to identify how long an object is.

(Mia)

(Dua)

(Sayuni)

(Ranveer)

Prep students have also begun their Unit of Inquiry! Our Central Idea for this term is ‘Stories Inform
and Provoke Us’ and students have started to explore different ways in which stories can be told.
They have created their own puppets and also shared a puppet show through Seesaw. Students will
continue to explore different ways stories are told throughout the coming weeks.

(Ariana)

(Hafsa)

(Eve)

GRADE 1 UPDATE
Rehat from H02 was able to make an impressive text to self-connection by explaining
her personal strengths and identifying how the character changed throughout the
story in discovering his own personal strengths. Well done, Rehat!

Grade Two Update!
In Grade 2, we have been exploring non-fiction texts through our Unit of Inquiry where we are inquiring into how ‘Climates
vary and influence where and how people live their lives’. In Numeracy, we have been learning about volume and capacity.
Students have also been discussing the importance of resilience and coming together as a class community.
In Homeroom 18, we have been learning about money and
using our knowledge by using skip counting to help us count
a collection of coins. Here is an example of one of our
students who did an amazing job during their task.
Yashdeep ensured that his work was presentable and clear,
and showed his skip counting knowledge by using real coins
and recording his skip counting. Well done Yashdeep,
amazing effort!

Yashdeep

Homeroom 22 put their thinking to the test by looking deeper into what makes a $1 coin. They were
able to identify that 100 cents makes up $1 by using a number line. Students were open-minded and
thought of many ways to make $1 using cents.

Saisha

Audrey

In Homeroom 21, we have been exploring volume and capacity in Numeracy. We have used our numeracy knowledge to
support us with our inquiry into using a rain gauge to measure rainfall. Haley is pictured with her rain gauge. Alegra is
pictured measuring the volume of containers using Easter eggs as her unit of measurement. We’ve also discussed the
importance of being balanced learners and taking breaks to do things that we enjoy. Viraj is pictured with his LEGO creations.

Alegra

Viraj
Haley

GRADE 3 UPDATE!
In Grade 3, students created an anchor chart to help them remember their digital footprint when
using technology. Here are some examples of their wonderful work.

Sophia H29

Tommy H31

Sarah H33

Atharv H55

Petar H54

Vienna-Rose H30

Hunter H27
hunt

Dominic H28

Nimisha H32

We shared texts that
we have been reading

Aiden
Woodward H46

Our Week in
Grade 4!
We put our best effort into all
of our online tasks!

Kethy Gan H46

We worked on understanding
emotions

Vaishnav
Nayar - H48

We were balanced
and took time for
brain breaks
We calculated elapsed time

Riley Sanders H45

Molly Prescott
- H48

Menaal Atif H47

Jessica
Morkous – H44
Sai Kasturi H42

Alexander
Zahariou - H47

We are looking forward to
another great week next
week! 

Hayley
Darmanin - H49

Leticia
Szczerba - H42

Lenny Boicos –
H44

Amelia Pai
- H43

GRADE 6
UNIT OF INQUIRY: ACTION PHASE
For the last few months, the grade 6 students have
been inquiring into COVID-19 through the
transdisciplinary themes, ‘Where We Are In Place and
Time,’ and ‘How We Organise Ourselves.’ Students
have just completed the action phase of the inquiry
cycle. Over the past week the students have been
planning, designing, creating, testing and presenting
an action that they’ve taken in response to a problem
related to their independent inquiry.

Kai P – H57: Social distancing box

Last Thursday, students presented their action to their
class. Some of the amazing ideas from the students
included making masks, petitions to support people
most affected by COVID-19, informative posters and
even robots. We encourage you to look through the
creative ideas and actions below, including a link to a
website created by one of the students.

Rajvir B – H52: COVID-19 Support bags

Hope K – H51: COVID-19 watch

Caleb T, Wajih M and Charlie K – H52: Financial advice website

Shashank J – H50:
Prototype/Design Proposal
‘COVID-Bot’

Simra Khan – H53: Quarantine Activity Book

Seth W – H51: COVID-19 Protection
Umbrella

Imaan M – H58: CV-19 glasses

Shaivee – H50: Mental Health Website ‘Positivity
https://www.canva.com/design/DAECxaAomgs/XFAUeqc2APi_X2g_5nh4yw/vi
ew?website#4:positivity

Grade 6 Actions continued..

Rebecca A – H58: COVID-19 essentials vending
machine

Ava C – H58: Information poster

Caitlyn P – H53: COVID-19 Chalk drawing

Nilay S – H50: Lego Street Posters ‘Get Victoria back to normal’

Evan C – H51: An app for people who have been unemployed to find jobs, including jobs that can be done from home.

Ani T – H51: Wellbeing posters

Monday 3rd August saw the official beginning of the Year 6 Exhibition, which represents the
culmination of our student’s journey through the Primary Years Programme. Obviously, the
Exhibition has had to undergo a severe restructure, and this year we were very excited to launch it
with our Conference Day via the WebEx platform.
Students and staff alike dressed in their best
professional attire, and eagerly arrived for the
Conference opening at 9:30am. The
introduction of our first guest speaker, Dr.
Amanda Karakas, Associate Professor in
Astronomy and Physics at Monash University,
was greeted with much enthusiasm, and her
enlightening talk about Earth’s place in the
solar system, the infinite number of stars
beyond our own galaxy, and the composition
of the universe was met in some cases with
wide-open astonishment, and general
amazement.
Following a break-out session, our
second set of guest speakers joined
our meeting room. Liz and Luke
Mathews are a mother-son duo who
have achieved some amazing things
together. Liz is one of Australia’s
leading coaches in track and field,
with a speciality in middle distance
running. Her squad is led by her son,
Luke, an Australian Olympic
representative at the 2016 Rio
Games, as well as the current
Commonwealth Games Bronze medallist over 800m. They spoke with great openness about the
science behind Luke’s training and competition program, and students enjoyed the opportunity to
question their approach to professional sport.
The conference was closed at the end of the day, with students having time to collect their own
thoughts and wonderings about the connections they could make between our guest speakers, and
our transdisciplinary theme of ‘How The World Works.’
We are looking forward to our upcoming series of workshops, and can’t wait to share our progress
along the way with the rest of the school.
On behalf of the Year 6 students and staff, we would like to acknowledge the contribution of our
guest speakers.

Join us online for our

YEAR 7 2022
INFORMATION NIGHT
All year levels welcome

Wednesday
12 August 2020
at 7pm

Applications
for Year 7 2022
are now open
Applications close 9 October 2020
Limited places available for Years 8—12 2021

For bookings, visit:

www.mariansw.catholic.edu.au
Marian College Sunshine West
A Kildare Education Ministries Catholic school for girls in the Brigidine tradition
196 Glengala Road Sunshine West VIC 3020 | 03 9363 1711

